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Expanding evolvability 
One key milestone is still missing before full protocell integration 
can occur: to implement an effective DNA self-replication process 
based on template directed ligation of two smaller oligomers (see 
process 6). 
 How may constituent components of a system and its environment 
be designed to facilitate a more innovative evolutionary process ?  
How we generate minimal life ?  
For physico-chemical systems there is consensus on an operational 
definition of minimal life based on three interconnected 
functionalities: a metabolism, an informational system and a 
container. 
To obtain organizational and functional closure is a key issue to 
construct a protocell bottom up. Resources and free energy are 
provided  from the right side and is part of the environment. 
Protocell design  
Over the years, our team successfully implemented the key 
components of a protocell around a ruthenium tris(bipyridine) 
[RU(bpy)3] complex that uses light to catalyse redox reactions on 
precursors of amphiphiles and informational molecules. 
Missing link: Template directed ligation  
Our analysis seeks to determine how to optimize the overall 
information replication rate dependent on three experimental 
parameters: the hybridization energies, the information strand 
length and the reaction temperature. 
For the simple protocellular model in a fixed environment, we 
expect Darwinian evolution to be a metabolic reaction rate 
optimization process where the overall replication rate (the 
phenotype) is enhanced. 
As diversity/complexity of the constituent components is increased, 
emergence of hierarchies or multilevel structure may occur.  
 How could we implement more variation in the components and 
the controlled protocellular environment ?  
 We conjecture that increasing environmental richness is a 
necessary condition for eventually obtaining open-ended evolution.  
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